
Tackling question 4 
HOW TO BEAT THE ODDS AND GET EVEN 



MAIN PROBLEM 
YOU don’t do what the 
question asks you to do 



What are you doing? 

you discuss content    
you discuss punctuation 

you discuss sentence length 
you discuss purpose and audience 

 

DON’T 
 



INSTEAD 
JUST CONCENTRATE ON WORDS 

AND PHRASES 
BUT …MOST OF YOU DO PICK OUT WORDS AND PHRASES 

e.g. Peters uses repetition “You don’t touch land again for 
another four thousand miles - four thousand!”     

 

But then you say NOTHING about them! 
 



 
  

By repeating four thousand when he 
points out “You don’t touch land 
again for another four thousand 

miles- four thousand!” Peters 
emphasises his point about how far 

away it is. 
 

DISCUSSING = BAND 3 = C+/B 



ANALYSIS = BAND 4 = A/A* 

When Peters uses the verb “touch” and uses 
repetition in “You don’t touch land again for 

another four thousand miles- four thousand!” he 
clearly indicates through the repeated number, 

the magnitude  of the isolation he feels, unable to 
make contact with any other land for such a huge 

distance. 
 



And of course, you have to 
COMPARE as well.  

 



Both writers use repetition. When Peters uses the verb “touch” and 
uses repetition in “You don’t touch land again for another four 

thousand miles- four thousand!” he clearly indicates through the 
repeated number, the scale of the isolation he feels, unable to make 

contact with any other land for such a huge distance. While Hodkinson 
also uses repetition of a figure “59 million” to highlight the mind-

boggling number of Facebook users, there is a significant difference in 
what he says each time. First he refers to “59 million active users” 

(which they “claim” to have which seems to be informative, but also 
perhaps, questioning this fact). His next use is quite different: “59 

million suckers”. To call all those people such an insulting term suggests 
he’s repeated the figure to show just how many idiots there are online, 
in his opinion. He’s isolated by going against the flow; Peters is isolated 

by geography. 

 



So where do you go wrong? 
 

Hang on though; quite a lot of you DO 
pick out examples, you even discuss 

or analyse them- and most of you are 
pretty good at comparing.  

 



YOU PICK RUBBISH 
EXAMPLES 

WELL … ONES YOU CAN’T SAY MUCH ABOUT 
ANYWAY. SO YOU RUN OUT OF STEAM. WRITE 

VAGUE STUFF. CAN’T THINK OF ANYTHING 
MUCH TO COMPARE WITH THEM. 



THE SOLUTION? 
LEARN TO PICK BETTER EXAMPLES 

OF WORDS AND PHRASES TO 
COMPARE. 



WHICH IS BEST- AND WHY? 

“a friend told me he had spent 
Saturday night alone”  

or 

 “chained to my desk”? 
 



“I knew it would be muddy” or 
“mud flowed ‘like gravy’ ”? 

 
    



“hot and sticky” or 
 “you could steam broccoli in here” 

 



SPOT ANY PATTERNS THERE? 



In the final analysis, however, an exercise in culinary 
archaeology is not enough to hold the interest. Any 
autobiography must stand in its own right. Nigel Slater's 
story contains no unusually dramatic episodes or people of 
national significance. His portrait of aspirant Midlands 
middle-class life is hardly affectionate and the events he 
writes about are common currency. But he evokes time, 
people and place with almost hallucinatory realism in prose 
of unmatched sensuous energy. 
Every episode is keyed to a precise sensory memory, every 
reference carries with it a Proustian resonance. The result is 
a vivid record of people whose lives never warrant the study 
of historians, biographers or even novelists. It is his, and 
their very ordinariness, the commonness of their story, that 
makes this wonderful, precise autobiographical journey so 
extraordinary. 

 



 






